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Tkinter GUI Programming by Example: Learn to create modern GUIs using Tkinter by building real-world projects in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Python and its de facto GUI framework to build highly interactive interfaces

	
		Key Features

		
			The fundamentals of Python and GUI programming with Tkinter.
	
			Create multiple cross-platform projects by integrating a host of third-party libraries and...




		

Rust Programming By Example: Enter the world of Rust by building engaging, concurrent, reactive, and robust applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the world of Rust programming through real-world examples

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement various features of Rust to build blazingly fast applications
	
			Learn to build GUI applications using Gtk-rs
	
			Explore the multi-threading aspect of Rust to tackle...




		

Mastering Dojo: JavaScript and Ajax Tools for Great Web Experiences (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
The last couple of years have seen big changes in server-side web programming. Now it's the client's turn; Dojo is the toolkit to make it happen and Mastering Dojo shows you how.
  Dojo is a set of client-side JavaScript tools that help you build better web applications. Dojo blurs the line between local, native applications and browser based...






		

Practical JavaScript, DOM Scripting and Ajax ProjectsApress, 2007
Practical JavaScript, DOM, and Ajax Projects is ideal for web developers already experienced in JavaScript who want to take their knowledge to the next level. It presents ten complete example projects for you to learn from and adapt for use in your own work.
The book starts with a quick recap of the fundamentals of modern JavaScript...


		

JavaScript Cookbook (Oreilly Cookbooks)O'Reilly, 2010

	
		Why reinvent the wheel every time you run into a problem with JavaScript? This cookbook is chock-full of code recipes that address common programming tasks, as well as techniques for building web apps that work in any browser. Just copy and paste the code samples into your project -- you’ll get the job done faster and learn...



		

Beginning Android 4 (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2011

	Android is everywhere. Phones. Tablets. TVs and set-top boxes powered by Google TV. Soon, Android will be in cars, in in-flight entertainment systems on planes, and even in


	robots!




	However, the general theme of Android devices will be smaller screens and/or no

	hardware keyboard. And, by the numbers, Android...





		

Programming PythonO'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you've mastered Python's fundamentals, you're ready to start using it to get real work done. Programming Python will show you how, with in-depth tutorials on the language's primary application domains: system administration, GUIs, and the Web. You'll also explore how Python is used in databases,...



		

Building a Web 2.0 Portal with ASP.NET 3.5O'Reilly, 2008
If you think you're well versed in ASP.NET, think again. This exceptional guide gives you a master class in site building with ASP.NET 3.5 and other cutting-edge Microsoft technologies. You learn how to develop rock-solid web portal applications that can withstand millions of hits every day while surviving scalability and security pressures -- not...

		

Accelerated GWT: Building Enterprise Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsApress, 2008
Ajax is a web development technique that takes advantage of JavaScript to display and interact dynamically with information embedded into a web page. Its emergence has made it possible to create web applications that closely resemble their desktop–based brethren. With this exciting new ability came several challenges; not only did developers...





		

Fundamentals of X Programming: Graphical User Interfaces and BeyondSpringer, 1999
This book provides an overview of the X Window System focusing on characteristics that have significant impact on the development of both application programs and widgets. We pay special attention to applications that go beyond graphical user interfaces (GUIs); therefore we discuss issues affecting video games, visualization and imaging programs,...

		

Sencha Touch in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Sencha Touch in Action is the definitive guide to developing applications with Sencha Touch. You'll begin with basic design principles for building great mobile applications, and then explore the features of Sencha Touch that bring those ideas to life. You'll learn how and why objects...



		

Learning Perl/Tk: Graphical User Interfaces with Perl (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1999
By combining the rough-and-ready Perl language with the graphical user interface (GUI) capabilities of the Tk toolkit, Perl/Tk makes it easy to write event-based GUI applications quickly--once you know what you're doing. Learning Perl/Tk shows you how to build GUIs with everyone's favorite public-domain programming language. This book...
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